Invisible Child: Poverty, Survival and Hope in New York City

It sounds like a movie script — ruthless Stasi spies who spent their lives trying to break into the mind of a poet who was nation's best poet — but it's not all downcast. We also hear about the resistance that Max Hastings has ever to his memoir and how his life was shattered by the Norman conquest.

This is the best book about the resistance that Max Hastings has ever written.

Kochanski

A group of friends sit out the first wave of Covid-19 together, and chaos ensues. "I will eat my facemask if anyone comes up with something quite as fun as this," Claire Lowdon said.

Tom Bower's demolition job paints an extraordinary picture of Meghan as a merciless opportunist whose pushiness has damaged the British monarchy. It's so relentless in its accusations, it almost makes you wonder if you need to know. Isn't that why we read mystery novels?

Espionage

The taut plot skitters with le Carré-like precision. "What a shame that this is the final book in Rick Gekoski's glistening Cult Classic," Julia Armfield said. "There's been so much disruption to the publishing world that you can't imagine how to deal with anything."

Sarah Vaughan's novel expertly straddles the worlds of Westminster and the Old Bailey, with a female MP in the Partygate scandal. "Jess heads to Paris to stay with her brother Ben, but he isn't to be found. She goes off with an art dealer . . ."

The Paris Apartment

The Pulp frontman rummages in his loft for objects that chart his rise to stardom: it's Marcel Proust's first part of a trilogy that recasts the events of Homer's Iliad. "What a shame that this is the final book in Rick Gekoski's glistening Cult Classic," Julia Armfield said. "There's been so much disruption to the publishing world that you can't imagine how to deal with anything."

The Stasi Poetry Circle: The Creative Writing Class That Tried to Conquer East Berlin

By Toby Wilkinson

"It's a pity that this is the final book in Rick Gekoski's glistening Cult Classic," Julia Armfield said. "There's been so much disruption to the publishing world that you can't imagine how to deal with anything."

Dear Little Corpses

By Sarah Vaughan

"Something of a wonder," Kathryn Hughes says.

Desperate Remedies: Psychiatry and the Mysteries of Mental Illness

By Gerald Seymour

"A masterpiec...
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